
From: Anne Eastman <anneeastman@gmail.com>
Subject: conversation continues fix

Date: October 6, 2014 1:05:55 PM EDT
To: Anne Eastman <anneeastman@gmail.com>

From: Anne Eastman <anneyuki@yahoo.com>
Date: October 4, 2014 3:25:27 PM EDT
To: Tatiana Kronberg <tatianakronberg@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: conversations continue

Hi Tatiana,
If we use these emails as the press release they will be read in reverse, like a mirror image of a conversation...
a.

On Oct 2, 2014, at 10:00 PM, Tatiana Kronberg wrote:

Hi!

A conversation is a dance. I see this show as a dialogue about movement, music, and film. We both think as photographers and move as 
filmmakers/dancers/performers. Say one thing and do another. 

What attracted me to your work initially was your treatment of surface as a non-linear narrative. There is this awareness of the body moving in space. The film 
frames become disconnected, perspective multiplied. This is an important point of connection between our practices; the hand just slides off.

The chair with a pendulum mirror underneath is a continuous body that collapses space and time, constantly capturing what is behind and what is in front. The 
reflective store windows function in similar way. Both the mirrors (yours) and folds (mine) are facets that create space-time continuum. There is a constant 
translation of one medium into another – film into sculpture into performance into photography. Always moving! This is perhaps closely related to both of us 
occupying that liminal territory you mention.  Many mediums, many tongues, many moves.

And we both like to dance!!!!

Tatiana

Hey,

Sorry I'm so slow with writing....
  
I  think when we first started talking and meeting to look at each other's work we covered a lot of territory about our individual pursuits and immediately 
understood each other despite the obvious differences, so much so that I haven't felt like I needed to unpack it much more. But after going down many roads 
of thinking about writing about this show in relation to my work, I've come back to the starting point, which seems most important in the end...the fact that we 
met through our work, started a conversation and decided to collaborate on a two person show at Essex Flowers. I felt liberated by the opportunity and 
immediately knew what I wanted to try...I wanted to make a piece that almost completely gives itself over to it's circumstances.  In this case, a show with 
another artist where my work exists only as a reflection of that work.  I  didn't want to "make" anything outside of the show but to have the show make the 
piece, just as we are formed by our circumstances. 

We both feel strongly about the cause of feminism and wish to embody that cause through our decision to make whatever work we choose, without catering 
to expectation of what women should and would make. Beyond the idea of feminism, I think there is a shared consciousness of america and our 
decision/circumstance of living inside and outside this culture simultaneously.  This sense of subjective realities is key to both of our work.  We both make 
work that occupies liminal territory in terms of genre and material. Your photograms can be seen as both image and object and performance, their folds help 
them to stand physically as sculpture and are a literal record of their own making. Your hands are captured in this process exposing the folded sides of the 
photopaper and become both pattern and documentation of the performative act of making.  That they are straightforward and mysterious.  They are also an 
absurd and humorous commentary on what we do as artists, the hermetic vanity project we all  engage in which is both embarrassing and redemptive.  
Those are the things in these works that really speak to me.

Tell me your thoughts about the show too...

I  wonder if a nice press release could result from this interchange?

Anne
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